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Executive Summary
Are executives in South Africa embracing and scaling the potential of digital technologies in creating or maintaining
world-class, competitive Procurement and Supply Chain capabilities?

In July 2018, we started the market survey process to gain different perspectives into this question. We interviewed more
than 20 executives in South Africa who are either involved in or responsible for Procurement and / or Supply Chain within
their organisations, across multiple industries and representing varying company sizes. In summary, we found that:

Strong leadership, a clear strategy 
and investment plan for digital are 
critical to drive the digital agenda

22%
of participants are leaders who all
have these three traits.

Global corporate structures and 
operating models can either accelerate or 
impede the digital agenda of South 
African supply chains

65%
of participants were global multinational companies
who featured in both the leading and lagging
performer categories.

Across the Supply Chain, Sourcing and 
Procurement is most likely to be 
disrupted by digital

56%
of participants rated Sourcing and Procurement as most
likely to be disrupted. This is particularly evident in the
leading group, with 80% agreeing.

No single challenge stands out, but 
rather a combination of factors are 
preventing the lagging companies from 
moving ahead 22%
of participants are laggards with a range of
challenges, including low understanding, funding,
leadership, people, and legacy processes and data.

Overall, funding is typically not a
constraint to digital transformation

26%
of participants rated funding in their top two barriers
but a majority stated it is not a dire constraint. The
key is to find the applicable strategic business value.
Several companies of all sizes and stages of adoption
say funding will be found if the value is present.

Cloud Platforms and Analytics are 
relatively mature and understood 
technologies in SA

73%
of teams have a basic to advanced understanding of
Cloud Platforms and

78% of Advanced Analytics.

Companies are preparing to adopt and 
implement Robotics Process Automation 
and Smart Contracts

39% of teams have a limited to 
advanced understanding 
of RPA and

44%
of Smart Contracts.

These technologies are not as widely implemented but
are foreseen to be the next step after Cloud Platforms
and Advanced Analytics.

Technology adoption through the 
partner ecosystem is being watched 
and will shape digital strategy
As technology platforms and standards become more
widely used in Procurement and Supply Chain, a new
way of working with partners will emerge. Companies
are looking out for this tipping point, and either need
to shape this journey or respond quickly to remain
efficient and competitive.

Digital excellence for Procurement and 
Supply Chain spans different industries 
and across company sizes
The leading group came from a mix of industries and
annual turnover sizes, so largely independent of firm
demographics.

ii
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Can the understanding of your
position pertaining to digital
transformation to your peers and
competitors create the burning
platform needed to propel your firm
into the Fourth Industrial
Revolution?

Tracking Digital Adoption in South Africa

• In South Africa today, there is a lack of research on the
application and value of emerging technologies such as
blockchain, machine learning, artificial intelligence, Big
Data, smart contracts and 3D printing in the context of
Procurement and Supply Chain.

• With the clear international signals that understanding and
leveraging digital technologies will be critical to business
success in the future, we attempted to find some answers
within South Africa by engaging more than twenty
Procurement and Supply Chain executives on this topic.

• South African companies need to balance innovation and
operational excellence1 but we have seen very few practical
applications of this.

We are hopeful this research report forms the basis for more
robust debate on this important topic. The sought benefit of
this research is to create competitive, sustainable and world-
class Procurement and Supply Chain capabilities in South
Africa.

1Gartner Press Release, 2017. Newsroom. [Online] Available at: https://www.gartner.com/en/newsroom/press-releases/2017-09-11-gartner-hype-cycle-reveals-the-digitalization-of-the-supply-chain iiiiix iix
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Methodology and Data Collection
The survey explores the level of understanding South African executives possess regarding emerging technologies, the
strategies these executives use to implement them and how these technologies are applied within a Procurement and
Supply Chain context. Interviews were conducted with experienced executives and senior management in the
Procurement and Supply Chain functions of participating firms. A qualitative study, using semi-structured interviews as a
means of data collection, was performed.

The sample consisted of a wide range of informants from different organizations in a variety of industries. While it was
ensured that various industries were explored, specific industry dynamics did not form part of survey. Data confidentiality
and privacy requirements were treated with the utmost importance, and all participants were asked to share their honest,
‘unvarnished’ opinions. All companies and responses were evaluated from the perspective of their South African
operations only.

This exploratory study followed a deductive approach and the data was then used in its raw form with no extraction of
statistical inferences. A data analysis allowed for the further exploration and triangulation of findings, while considering
the information discussed with respondents.

iv

Understanding entails the working knowledge of the emerging technology itself but also the required implementation
processes and the possible associated benefits. Awareness is the initial determining factor, whereby a deeper
understanding is developed as a technology is dealt with or explored for a particular use case, thus understanding and
implementation overlap.

The extent of implementation ranges from the firm running initial trials to several larger pilots in different stages of
completion – as implementation progresses, deeper understanding is developed. A trial or a pilot can involve using pre-
defined off-the-shelf solutions that technologies provide or shaping them towards a desired outcome. Once
implementation is embarked upon the iterative knowledge journey unfolds.

iv

Companies were analysed along two dimensions:

Level of understanding

Extent of implementation
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Respondent Demographics

Figure 1: Demographics of Participating Organizations

Company Industry Company Sector

No. of Employees Latest Annual Turnover

Resources

Consumer Goods & Retail

Other

Public Sector

Communications, Media, Hi-Tech

Financial Services

Industrial Manufacturing

30%

30%

13%

9%

9%

4%

4%

87%

13%

65%

22%

44%

17%

9%

4%

17%

17%

4%

v

Private

Public

>1000

500-1000

200-500

50-200

>R10bn

R5bn-R10bn

R2bn-R5bn

R0.5bn-R2bn

Confidential

Upon the final compilation of this report, 23 responses were evaluated, with the demographics of all 
participants displayed in Figure 1.

v
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Pioneering companies exist in the SA Landscape

We have found that digital is certainly real for about 22% of our
respondents, a group we have termed the Pioneers in this study. These
are the companies that not only demonstrated a good understanding of
digital technologies in Procurement and Supply Chain, but also had
good leadership support, strategic alignment, financial planning and a
conducive operating model to move implementation forward. They are
positioning for the future, incrementally advancing their digital
agenda. These progressive companies are exploring the unknown at a
rapid rate, making it evident that to keep abreast it is imperative to
evolve. We examined the characteristics of these companies, explored
later in this report.

22%
Digital is certainly real 
for 

of our respondents

22
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It starts with understanding digital… and SA companies have that
Digitalisation is transforming the world of work. Technologies are
changing business operations and creating new value producing
opportunities2. 83% of participants have this basic understanding. It
was found that leaderships’ perception of value has a large impact
on the pace of digitalization within a firm. The digital agenda
progresses quicker and more successfully when leadership, or at
least a person of influence, is driving it. In only one instance was
a Chief Digital Officer formally appointed to effectively drive the
digital agenda. The interviews revealed that middle management
becomes increasingly frustrated when digital innovation is inhibited
due to their being no senior sponsor within the organisation to drive
digital that supports their understanding and intent.

While leadership understanding of digital’s importance at an
enterprise level was high, the data showed a more mixed view from
the people actually leading or running Procurement and Supply
Chain. The understanding of Procurement and Supply Chain teams
of new and / or emerging technologies is summarised in Figure 2.

Currently, general leadership understanding of digital has been
generated from personal research by leaders themselves, as only
select leaders have begun the ‘real’ digital journey by designing and
running pilots within their own organisations. However, participants
rated the majority of their leaderships understanding of
digitalization as good. Therefore, there is a gap between
leadership and employee understanding. It appears that typically,
Procurement and Supply Chain teams have not been incorporated
onto projects where deeper understanding can be developed. 30%
of employees were classified as having no knowledge of emerging
technologies, with only 17% having advanced knowledge.

2Bloomberg, J., 2018. Forbes. [Online] Available at: https://www.forbes.com/sites/jasonbloomberg/2018/04/29/digitization-digitalization-and-digital-transformation-confuse-them-at-your-peril/#f39724d2f2c7

83%
of leadership are classified as 
having an understanding of 
what digitalisation is

of teams are classified as 
having no / limited 
knowledge of  emerging 
technologies

, evoking
emotions of fear of change. This challenged
managers and leaders to think about the
right timing to enhance and encourage
knowledge development around digital.
Leaving this too late may provide capacity to
deal with short-term operational business
challenges, but introduced risks to
addressing more fundamental digital
disruption at a later stage. Several
interviewees felt ‘now’ is a vital crossroad for
their organisations, where an opportunity
lies to encourage excitement about the
prospects and benefits of skills development.

54%

33

Several interviewees indicated that the 
term digital tended to have a negative 
connotation within their teams
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Understanding of Emerging Technology 

It is clear from the survey that SA Procurement and Supply Chain
executives have a good understanding of Cloud Platforms and
Advanced Analytics, with several having deployment plans or
completed implementation in these areas. The Cloud agenda
appears to be driven at an enterprise level, with Supply Chain
following the Cloud solutions adopted by Finance, HR and / or IT, as
well as the maturity and functionality of point Procurement and
Supply Chain solutions deployed in the Cloud that integrate to ERP
solutions. The understanding and adoption of Advanced Analytics
appears to be driven by the need to create visibility of what is
actually going on within Procurement and Supply Chain, in order to
inform and enable improved decision making.

The maturity of Smart Contract technology creates this segregation,
as the benefits can be described by participants, but the functioning
is less well known. The agenda is driven by dealings outside of the
organisation to create visibility and to operate without a need for
trust. The use of Smart Contracts is particular, with fluctuating
variables such as currency and can assist with issues of scope creep,
thus improving responsiveness, time saving and accuracy.

Figure 2: Emerging Technology Understanding

35%

The understanding of Smart Contracts appeared to 
be more polarized

Basic knowledge No knowledge 

44
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The Less Understood Technologies

There was a set of technologies not well understood by
Procurement and Supply Chain teams: Blockchain, IoT and
3D Printing.

For each of these technologies, more than 57% of respondents
had No or Limited understanding of these technologies. Globally,
there are several case studies and solutions pointing to the value
of Blockchain and IoT in improving traceability, responsiveness
and process efficiency within Supply Chains. It appears that this
value lever is not well understood by SA executives.

57%+
of respondents had No or 
Limited understanding of 
Blockchain, IoT and 3D Printing 
technologies 

It is useful to reflect on how these local findings compare to the 2017 Gartner
Hype Cycle for Supply Chain3.

• According to Gartner, Big Data will reach a plateau of productivity in less
than two years. This is in line with the current employee knowledge of Big
Data trending towards advanced. The general trend of a developed
understanding around Advanced Analytics and Cloud Platforms can be
attributed to where this technology is in terms of the hype cycle and its
diffusion through the industry.

• Gartner also emphasized that the Internet of Things (IoT), 3D Printing and
Machine Learning will reach this same plateau in two to five years and
Blockchain will only reach this state in over ten years. This is consistent with
the survey findings showing the trend of no to limited understanding of
these technologies.

3 Gartner Press Release, 2017. Newsroom. [Online] Available at: https://www.gartner.com/en/newsroom/press-releases/2017-09-11-gartner-hype-cycle-reveals-the-digitalization-of-the-supply-chain 55
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These companies are progressing at pace
with their digital journeys within
Procurement and Supply Chain, with
maturity in rolling out pilots and solutions
at scale.

Not yet at the forefront, these companies
are progressing in their digital journeys,
balancing growth of understanding and
extent of implementation.

These companies have a focus on
understanding while not having sufficient
implementation activity in place.

Those companies where there is a lack of
digital technology understanding and a
delay in the formation and / or roll out of a
digital strategy for Procurement and
Supply Chain.

Four Types of Travellers on the Digital Transformation Journey

Firms were ranked based on their level of understanding of emerging
technology, at both a leadership and employee level, and the use cases
they imbue as well as the degree to which they have implemented such
solutions. From Figure 3, four groupings were evident, which we have
classified as: Pioneers, Experimenters, Watchers and Traditionalists.

Degree of Digital Implementation
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Pioneers

Experimenters

Traditionalists

Watchers

HIGH

H
IG
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Figure 3: Understanding and Implementation Curve

66

Pioneers

Experimenters

Watchers

Traditionalists
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Four Types of Travellers: Key Findings

Leadership 
Understanding

Digital Strategy

State of 
Implementation

Investment 
Plans

No 
Understanding

Limited Basic with gaps Basic with a few 
specialists within the 

company

Good level of 
understanding, trends 

being followed

None None currently but we 
are considering one

Present but it is 
stand-alone

Present and 
incorporated into 

divisional strategies

Present and aligned with 
the corporate strategy

Not on the radar Currently in the 
planning stages

Isolated pilot 
implementations 

occurring

Several pilots in flight, 
no implementation at 

scale

Full pilots implemented 
with a few implemented 

at scale

None None but there are 
plans in place to 

develop

Yes but at a high level 
only

Yes, at a detailed level Yes, built into company 
budgets with clear 

accountabilities

The aggregated findings of each traveller allow for comparisons across the groups, with further evaluation of each later 
in the document.

7

Traditionalist Experimenters Watchers Pioneers

7
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Leading the Way… The Pioneers

Leadership 
Understanding

Digital Strategy

State of 
Implementation

Investment 
Plans

No 
Understanding

Limited Basic with gaps Basic with a few 
specialists within the 

company

Good level of 
understanding, trends 

being followed

None None currently but we 
are considering one

Present but it is 
stand-alone

Present and 
incorporated into 

divisional strategies

Present and aligned with 
the corporate strategy

Not on the radar Currently in the 
planning stages

Isolated pilot 
implementations 

occurring

Several pilots in flight, 
no implementation at 

scale

Full pilots implemented 
with a few implemented 

at scale

None None but there are 
plans in place to 

develop

Yes but at a high level 
only

Yes, at a detailed level Yes, built into company 
budgets with clear 

accountabilities

60%

100%

80%

80%

Strong leadership, a clear strategy and investment plan for digital are critical to drive the digital agenda within this 
group.

40%

20%

20%

88
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Leading the Way… The Pioneers

These firms are progressing at pace with their digital journeys within Procurement and Supply Chain. They have pilot
projects exploring the implementation of enabling technologies related to creating paperless environments, with full
organisations running on Cloud Platforms, using Big Data for trend analytics, Robotics Process Automation (RPA) for
operations automation and consolidated business spend management systems with the assistance of AI. These firms
show a clear digital strategy in line with their corporate strategy, explicitly mentioned by participants as an
important factor. It was noted that while all companies within this group have a staff count of over a thousand
employees, there was a wide range in annual turnover, firm industry and a mix of global and South African-based
companies. This shows the diversity of these Pioneers driving the digital agenda, with demographics not being a
restraint or determinant of success.

The stand out feature enabling these companies to
progress is strong digital leadership, which does
not necessarily have to be an executive, but rather
an individual that has the influence and energy to
pursue the digital agenda. This leadership has
encouraged experimentation with emerging
technologies.

There is an element of diversity within this group with
regards to pilot projects implemented. These ranged from
rethinking Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems, to
deploying Cloud-based procurement technology, to
developing bespoke track-and-trace solutions.

99
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Leading the Way… The Pioneers

A majority of the Pioneers stated that Sourcing and Procurement is the function most likely to be disrupted by
digital within their operations. Interviewees pointed to new technology solutions having strong relevance in Sourcing
and Procurement to address lack of efficient processes and visibility of spend, as well as to streamline interactions and
relationships with suppliers. The transparency acquired is important to improve planning, operations efficiency and
reduce costs.

To ensure corporate alignment, a well-defined digital strategy can assist in orientating tasks and aligning functions and
business units to meet the digital agenda. Having this in place was a key differentiating factor of the Pioneers. This
allows for evolution to new ways of working, enabled by digital, in an incremental way, rather than waiting for a
significant burning platform for change to emerge, which then typically warrants a ‘sink or swim’ approach.

For the Pioneers, there is a strong correlation between
the existence of a digital strategy, the strength /
comprehensiveness of the investment plan, and the
subsequent ability to implement change at scale, as
shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4: The Pioneers Digital Strategy Linkages

To agree priorities, focus areas, and accountabilities, a
clearly defined investment plan is an important
outcome from the digital strategy. The presence of a
well-defined strategy and investment plan shifts the
organisation into the right gear, making the agenda known
and creating targets rather than perhaps abstract ideas,
concepts and visions that are understood or known by few.

In our interviews, the Pioneers talked consistently about a
forward looking culture: High awareness of current
happenings, people exploring the new and an approach or
appetite for iterative learning. This type of mindset is
important to assess and evaluate possibilities when driving
the digital agenda within Procurement and Supply Chain.

20%

80%

20%

80%

1010

Several piots in fight, no 
implemetation at scale

Investment plan built into 
company budgets with clear 
accountabilities

Investment plan at a detailed 
level

Full pilots implemented with a 
few implemented at scale
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Challenged by Change… The Traditionalists

40%

40%

60%

Leadership 
Understanding

Digital Strategy

State of 
Implementation

Investment 
Plans

40% 20%

60%

20% 20%

40%40% 20%

No single, standout challenge, but rather a combination of factors are preventing this group from moving ahead.

11

No 
Understanding

Limited Basic with gaps Basic with a few 
specialists within the 

company

Good level of 
understanding, trends 

being followed

None None currently but we 
are considering one

Present but it is 
stand-alone

Present and 
incorporated into 

divisional strategies

Present and aligned with 
the corporate strategy

Not on the radar Currently in the 
planning stages

Isolated pilot 
implementations 

occurring

Several pilots in flight, 
no implementation at 

scale

Full pilots implemented 
with a few implemented 

at scale

None None but there are 
plans in place to 

develop

Yes but at a high level 
only

Yes, at a detailed level Yes, built into company 
budgets with clear 

accountabilities

11
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Challenged by Change… The Traditionalists

On the opposite end of the spectrum, there are companies where there is a lack of digital technology understanding
and a delay in the formation and / or roll out of a digital strategy for Procurement and Supply Chain. With this
capability being core to driving their business success in the future, we believe there is significant risk of not being
competitive and potentially requiring large, difficult step changes in the future in order to gain the appropriate level of
efficiency.

A noticeable obstacle within some of these
companies is the siloed nature of the organisation
or ways of working. As emerging technologies
promote consolidated, cross-functional, cross-
geographical processes enabling customer
journeys, internal operations need to be
configured accordingly. Within the context of
limited or basic leadership in the digital space for
this group of respondents, global companies in
particular seem to lack efficient communication
(for example, with reporting requirements) and are
perhaps not fully able to support the reality that

.

1212

the African division may simply run differently 
to other global entities.
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Challenged by Change… The Traditionalists

African divisions face unique challenges, such as typically being lower in the receiving line of innovation within the
organisation. Although a firm may innovate in other countries, this does not necessarily mean these improvements will
filter down at a reasonable speed, and participants reported that it can take up to five years for strategic changes to be
implemented in South African divisions. It was stated that some companies are struggling with global ‘dictatorship’,
whereby the formal channels are so rigid that any changes in operation require lead times that ultimately result
in the window of opportunity for implementing change being missed. This leads to local lack of influence, and a
culture wherein employees feel a lack of ownership.

Many individuals understood the potential of
digitalisation within Procurement and Supply Chain.
However, they were not yet able to influence change due
to the enabling environment, with there being no single
standout challenge. Rather, it was a combination of
factors – including low understanding, funding,
leadership, people and legacy processes and data – that
is preventing the Traditionalists from moving ahead.

1313
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Leadership 
Understanding

Digital Strategy

State of 
Implementation

Investment 
Plans

Progressing with Caution… The Experimenters 

56%

40%

10%

11% 33%

20%10% 30%

20%30%20% 30%

50%10%20% 10%

This group shows a range of participants with an approach that appears to be balancing growth of understanding and 
extent of implementation.

14

No 
Understanding

Limited Basic with gaps Basic with a few 
specialists within the 

company

Good level of 
understanding, trends 

being followed

None None currently but we 
are considering one

Present but it is 
stand-alone

Present and 
incorporated into 

divisional strategies

Present and aligned with 
the corporate strategy

Not on the radar Currently in the 
planning stages

Isolated pilot 
implementations 

occurring

Several pilots in flight, 
no implementation at 

scale

Full pilots implemented 
with a few implemented 

at scale

None None but there are 
plans in place to 

develop

Yes but at a high level 
only

Yes, at a detailed level Yes, built into company 
budgets with clear 

accountabilities

14
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Progressing with Caution… The Experimenters 

Approximately one third of the sample was found to be evolving towards the Pioneers, and this group consisted of a
mix of industries and firm sizes. These companies are progressing in their digital journeys, with a pace and approach
that appears to be balancing growth of understanding and extent of implementation.

The foundation for transformation appears to be
present. However, to move forward at pace
requires either external or internal leadership
assistance, the desire to see the effects and
outcomes of pilot initiatives in flight or
completed and to build further organisational
momentum for change. For the Experimenters,
there exists the risks of lagging behind the
market or Supply Chain ecosystem needs, the
ability to move successfully from pilot to scaled
solutions, and the constant need for individuals
(rather than enabling systems and capabilities
within the organisation) to drive the digital
agenda.

1515
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Leadership 
Understanding

Digital Strategy

State of 
Implementation

Investment 
Plans

Eager but Constrained… The Watchers

100%

67%

67%

67%

33%

33%

33%

This group has a focus on understanding while not having sufficient implementation activity. 

16

No 
Understanding

Limited Basic with gaps Basic with a few 
specialists within the 

company

Good level of 
understanding, trends 

being followed

None None currently but we 
are considering one

Present but it is 
stand-alone

Present and 
incorporated into 

divisional strategies

Present and aligned with 
the corporate strategy

Not on the radar Currently in the 
planning stages

Isolated pilot 
implementations 

occurring

Several pilots in flight, 
no implementation at 

scale

Full pilots implemented 
with a few implemented 

at scale

None None but there are 
plans in place to 

develop

Yes but at a high level 
only

Yes, at a detailed level Yes, built into company 
budgets with clear 

accountabilities

16
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Eager but Constrained… The Watchers

The Watchers’ defining characteristic is a focus on
understanding while not having sufficient
implementation activity in place to be characterised as
a Pioneer.

The Watchers do not appear to follow the typical
technology adoption life cycle4, wherein there is more /
further implementation of digital solutions, with the
higher the level of understanding of the underlying
technologies.

A common trait in the Watcher group is the lack of an
investment plan to enable their digital strategy. In
general, it appears that although the level of knowledge
/ understanding of the value of digital is reasonably
high, the ability (or possibly will) to implement change
may be constrained by organisational legacy, systems,
culture and budgeting practices. They appear to be
missing out on learning the ‘real’ lessons that come
from experimenting and conducting pilots, which would
ultimately serve the organisation better in the long run.

4Wohlers Report, 2002. Rapid Prototyping & Tooling State of the Industry. [Online] Available at: http://wohlersassociates.com/talc2.pdf

The Watchers do not appear to follow the
typical technology adoption life cycle4.
Wherein, there is a correlation between the
further implementation of digital solutions,
with a higher the level of understanding of the
underlying technologies.

1717
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Participants conveyed that they
have an abundance of data, but
only a small portion of respondents
knew how to leverage this data to
their advantage to inform better
decision making, and provide
greater visibility and efficiencies
within the organization. Many of
the Pioneers highlighted that they
have found a direct correlation
between improving their usage of
quality data, and performance
improvements within Procurement
and Supply Chain.

Perceptions of Emerging Technology

When analysing all responses (i.e. independent of the four classifications above), we were able to dig deeper
into the future expectations of various technologies within Procurement and Supply Chain in South Africa. The
top technologies foreseen to provide the most value is highlighted in Figure 5.

Advanced Analytics / 
Big Data

Cloud Platforms

Robotics Process 
Automation

Smart Contracts

Figure 5: Rating of  Technologies to Provide Value

AI/ Machine Learning

IoT

Blockchain

3D Printing

1818

Participants conveyed that they 
have an abundance of data, but 
only a small portion of respondents 
knew how to leverage this data to 
their advantage to inform better 
decision making, and provide 
greater visibility and effeciencies 
within the organisation. Many of 
the Pioneers highlighted that they 
have found a direct correlation 
between improving their usage 
of quality data, and performance 
improvements within                                          
Procurement and Supply Chain.

78%

22%

17%

13%

4%

43%

65%

39%
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Mature Technologies

When discussing Cloud Platforms, the advantages of
harnessing real-time information were emphasized by
the majority of participants. The use of firm-wide
platforms such as Microsoft 365 or Google, whereby
transparency is embedded, was advantageous. These
solutions allow for real time changes to occur, reducing
time delays and improving cohesion and decision making
across the organisation. Process standardisation and
incorporation of standardised tools (such as planning
tools, resource scheduling and consolidated expenses)
were reported as providing the most benefits. With many
companies having already shifted to Cloud
implementation across different parts of the enterprise,
the survey found this to be the most mature of
technologies.

Advanced Analytics not only provides
a way to properly interpret data with
techniques such as data mining and
pattern matching, but can ultimately
be used to better understand the
system and its components, such as
processes, consumers and costs.

19

Advanced Analytics ranked in the top three of most value adding technologies in 78% of cases and Cloud Platforms 
following closely with 65%, which correlates closely with the higher level of understanding of these emerging technologies. 
These technologies appear to have more awareness with Procurement and Supply Chain executives due to their relatability 
to existing technology, for example, from storing files on a computer to now storing them on Cloud Platforms. 

These technologies are conceptually not a major leap forward, and their applications in the Procurement and Supply Chain 
arenas are simpler to understand. Given the emergence of these technologies that are largely scalable, widely applicable and 
prominently implemented, if firms have yet to explore these technologies, there exists a major cause for concern.

19
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The Next Wave of Technologies

Improving the speed and accuracy of data flow
across disparate IT systems. RPA is being used as a
tool to check and transfer data across multiple
(reporting) systems, instead of developing custom
IT interfaces or requiring manual intervention. RPA
solutions are suited to addressing high volumes of
transaction data.

The automatic generation of selected contract
clauses and terms, based on specific scopes of
work. This technology was used to simplify the
contracting process in a capital projects
environment, with less intervention required from
legal teams in developing draft contracts.

The survey results point to Robotics Process Automation (RPA) and Smart Contracts as the next wave of technologies
that South African companies will start to adopt more comprehensively within their Procurement and Supply Chain
capabilities. The desire for implementation of these technologies appears dependant on type of operations and business
model. These technologies have been seen to provide value, with some participants already deriving this value with some
interesting use cases.

2020

Robotics Process Automation:

Smart Contracts:
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An insight which emerged from survey respondents was the day-to-day, operational challenges of running an
effective, efficient organisation had not been adequately addressed by previous imperatives. The concept of
creating Supply Chain visibility to drive better decision making is not a new one, and the application of digital
technologies in finally making this concept a reality appear to be here. The fact many leading South African
companies have already embraced Cloud technologies may be part of the reason why enabling improved
processes and understanding current Procurement and Supply Chain performance are seen as key benefit areas.

The opportunity and ability to generate additional revenue or reduce company risks, through the use of
emerging technology within Procurement and Supply Chain, were seen as relatively low. The general view was
that these benefits were not easily attainable in the short term, or required a relatively mature and well-
functioning capability to capture these types of value.

Perceived Benefits of Digital 

Across all survey participants, two benefit areas stood out from the rest:
Improved process efficiency and improved decision making through
visibility. The weighting of these benefits can be seen in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Expected Benefits

91%
of respondents expect 
improved process efficiency or 
improved decision making 
through visibility

13%
26%

39%
57%

78%
83%Improved process efficiency

Improved decision making through visibility

Decrease in costs

Improved Compliance

Reduce Risks
Additional 
Revenue
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All Pioneers mentioned people as a barrier whereas this
was not a major concern of the Traditionalists.
Although people are commonly identified as a major
barrier to any type of corporate change imperative, the
people challenges within the context of digital
disruption appear to present even more complexity.
Executives saw the need to manage this change and re-
learning sensitively but were challenged with the
mechanisms to evoke the right type of interest,
curiosity and motivation to change.

The risks of information overload as well as under-
communicating change imperatives were shared.

Perceived Barriers of Digital: People

A consideration when addressing change or performance improvement is the evaluation of barriers preventing progress
and how these can be resolved to allow for a new way of work. The most prominent barriers that were identified in the
survey included: people (culture, change and skills), legacy data and processes, and strategic alignment and
leadership.

70%

People* 

61%

Legacy data & 
processes

52%

Strategic alignment 
& leadership

48%

Funding &
Costs 35%

Technology 
maturity

22%

Security &
Privacy

Figure 7: Most Prevalent Barriers (*skills, training, understanding)
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The process of encouraging learning and breaking 
through the barrier of fear were highlighted as key 
factors to address to progress the digital agenda.
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Perceived Barriers of Digital: Strategic Alignment & Legacy Systems

Changing entrenched ways of working, as embedded in business processes and supporting data, was a challenge that
61% of respondents highlighted as one of their top challenges. In environments where legislative or regulatory
requirements, or clear competitive forces, necessitated companies to relook ways or working, it was easier to gain support
to leverage digital technologies. Having robust data management policies and practices (so that the data was ‘trusted’ by
the organisation) were regarded as fundamental enablers to digital transformation journey progression.

Although a significant number of companies have
executive sponsorship and leadership alignment to
enable the progression of digital strategy, this remains a
critical obstacle to overcome for many. There was also a
sense that although leadership (in some cases) ‘says all
the right things’, there were

.
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delays or indecision when
critical actions needed to be taken.
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Although funding costs for enabling and progressing a digital strategy were noted as a barrier, it was
(perhaps surprisingly) not rated as one of the top 3 barriers overall. 48% of respondents mentioned
this issue but the majority stated that it is not a fundamental constraint – if the value can be seen, the
funding will be found within the organisation. This further crystallises the need to find the strategic
business value from digital investments in Procurement and Supply Chain to move forward.

Funding is not a Fundamental Constraint

48%
of respondents mentioned funding 
as an issue but the majority stated  
that it is not a dire constraint on 
digital progress
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As part of defining the path ahead, 
it is instructive to understand similarities 

across organizations and the technologies 
they choose to leverage. 

Due to uncertainty that pervades 
the Procurement and Supply Chain 
operational environment, key considerations 
and a framework to guide approach are explored.

Apply fresh thinking to break out of constraining paradigms.  
This may include:
• Change Management
• Data Challenges
• Partner Ecosystems

The Three Focus Areas

Based on the survey findings, there are three suggested focus areas that are inextricably linked and may prove valuable
to work through, in order to define or progress a digital agenda within Procurement and Supply Chain:

Question current 
paradigms

Understand 
technology 

options

Customise the 
blueprint to 

success

2626
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What’s different with Change Management?

In a society focused on job creation, the possibility of job losses through automation, competency / skills changes to
existing jobs, and evolution of completely new roles may create a level of fear, uncertainty and an overall negative
connotation. If not managed sensitively, this may create organisational resistance towards digitalisation in general.

Managers and leaders could explore the following avenues to
address this challenge:

• Include staff in the planning stages of digital transformation
within Procurement and Supply Chain. By engaging early, the
sense of inclusion and accountability drives more sustainable
solutions. Digital transformation allows for (and perhaps
requires) a co-creation, agile, and multidisciplinary approach.

• Outline the prospects  andbenefits of upskilling talent, with
competencies that are going to be more relevant to the
future ways of working. There is a need for the ‘human touch’
to bring more creativity and context to business operations in
the future, where more routine, repetitive tasks will be dealt
with by machines.

• Critically question  traditionalchange management methods
within the organisation. In an era where new technology
solutions are quicker to implement, and learning channels are
evolving beyond the conventional, it may be appropriate to
question how best to adapt the workforce to the new ways of
working.

2727
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Is Data really a Challenge?

While a significant proportion of survey respondents reported that legacy data was a key challenge to address before or
during digital transformation, many of the Pioneers have been able to implement pilot projects without resolving all
data issues. They have put in place robust data management processes to control data quality going forward, and have
chosen to not let ‘data perfection’ significantly delay the implementation of their digital strategies in Procurement and
Supply Chain. They recognise the cost of doing so would be relatively high.

The evolution and combined application of technologies 
such as Machine Learning, Artificial Intelligence and Big 
Data Analytics may ultimately address some of the data 
quality issues of today. 
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What is the Right Partner Ecosystem?

As many of the digital solutions in Procurement and Supply Chain are being co-created or are scaling from pilot phase to
core operations, there is a recognition that an ecosystem of partners are crucial in this journey. In the Pioneer group, we
found a combination of approaches to this:

Regional teams were
using global capability to
test and deploy solutions
from other geographies.

Specific software vendors
or applications were
chosen as the ‘anchor
solution’, around which
other technologies were
being deployed.

Deep research into
leading practices and case
studies from various
external companies, then
attempting to build similar
solutions in-house with
specific customisations.

Re-examine outsourcing
models, working with
critical partners to jointly
evaluate new, digitally
enabled solutions.

As the adoption of new / emerging technologies continues to
grow within Procurement and Supply Chain, the associated
costs will also change, which has an impact on the partner
ecosystem strategy.

2929
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Understand the Technology Options

>R10 bn R5-10 bn R2-5 bn R0.5-2 bn
Annual Turnover

Sourcing & Procurement Supply Chain Planning Inventory & Logistics

Cloud Platforms

Advanced Analytics Advanced Analytics

AI/Machine Learning

Smart Contracts

Blockchain

Cloud Platforms

Advanced Analytics Advanced Analytics

AI/Machine Learning

Robotics Process
Automation

As part of defining the path ahead, it is useful to understand similarities across organizations and the technologies they 
choose to leverage. A representation of this is shown in Figure 8 below.

Blockchain

Figure 8: Emerging Technologies based on Firm Size and Industry Disruption
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Understand the Technology Options: Trends

Survey respondents rated the most promising technology options for their organisations, along with the most likely
areas of disruption.

• The value of Cloud Platforms in larger organisations. The
benefits of having a scalable, accessible platform at a global
scale, to share data and manage common processes, is
evident.

• The use of Advanced Analytics in Supply Chain Planning..
Companies of all sizes are evaluating or implementing
advanced analytics solutions to improve planning. The ‘data
intensive’ nature of Supply Chain Planning lends itself to
this technology, and this technological application will most
likely be enhanced as the market adoption and use cases of
Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence continue to
grow.

• Within the  Inventory and Logistics space, the desire for
Blockchain  solutions  was noted. It was anticipated that
various current challenges could be addressed via the
transparency, control and immutability provided by this
technology.

31

A few trends stand out:
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Customize your Blueprint to Success: Key Considerations

From the survey results and conducted interviews, it was clear a key characteristic of those progressing in the digital
space within Procurement and Supply Chain is the application of emerging technologies with the intent to solve specific
business challenges or capture specific benefits / market opportunities. Identifying strategic business value was critical,
and the ‘conventional’ practices of developing robust business cases for change was still evident. Technology for
technology’s sake is not a good business strategy.

Consistent, incremental investment in building or enhancing Procurement
and Supply Chain capabilities should be an important aspiration. With a
changing technology landscape, evolving markets, and constantly improving
suppliers, this need for continuous improvement is vital. Those companies
failing to do this may find that, relatively quickly, their procurement and
supply chain operating models (people, process, technology, governance)
may not be competitive, and may require exponentially more effort and cost
to fix.

We would encourage Procurement and Supply Chain executives to
balance resource requirements to address operational priorities as
well as the need to look ahead and position for future
competitiveness and success. This is never an easy balance, and
requires leadership, vision and commitment. The approach of
piloting specific use cases, showing the benefits, and then scaling
solutions and / or investing in new pilots appears to be a
successful deployment strategy.
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We would encourage Procurement and Supply Chain executives to 
balance resource requirements to address operational priorities as well as 
the need to look ahead and position for future competitiveness and 
success. This is never an easy balance , and requires leadership, vision and 
commitment. The approach of piloting specific use cases, showing the 
benefits, and then scaling solutions and / or investing in new pilots 
appears to be a successful deployment strategy.
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Customize your Blueprint to Success: Key Considerations

Sensing market trends and needs will be an important capability to navigate the change journey. As an example, certain
solutions, practices or technologies may quickly move from isolated pilots to industry or geographic ‘standard’ ways of
working. When this ‘tipping point’ occurs is uncertain, but companies would rather want to be part of the dialogues that
shape these occurrences, rather than having to quickly respond or risk being uncompetitive in their Supply Chains.

The definition and implementation of a digital strategy for
Procurement and Supply Chain will be a unique journey for each
company. In considering all the survey findings and conclusions,
the framework below may be a useful guide to navigating this
journey.

Building the right culture is an important part of the
transformation. In the spirit of ‘Culture eats strategy for
breakfast’, it is seen as vital to encourage a sense of
curiosity, and a ’wanting’ to explore the possibilities that
technology can bring to improve procurement and
supply chain performance. The right enabling
environment, change management approach, reward
systems, and talent strategy will be critical elements here.
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Building  right culture is an important part of the 
transformation. In the spirit of ‘Culture eats strategy for 
breakfast’, it is seen as vital to encourage a sense of 
curiosity, and a ‘wanting’ to explore the possibilities that 
technology can bring to improve procurement and supply 
chain performance. The right enabling enviroment, 
change management approach, reward systems, and 
talent strategy will be critical elements here.
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Customize your Blueprint to Success: A Proposed Framework

Within Procurement and Supply Chain, there are
foundational elements that need to be in place, largely
independent of the digital strategy. The investment of
time and resources in building or strengthening
leadership, culture, data management practices, and
business processes is largely seen as a ‘no-regret’
move.

The company operating model within which
Procurement and Supply Chain needs to deliver may
need to be shaped or adapted to meet evolving
requirements. Procurement and Supply Chain
executives need to be actively involved in shaping this
dialogue.

As the business strategy evolves, Procurement and
Supply Chain needs to respond accordingly. This
ensures that role and relevance is clear, and a
foundation for change can be clearly articulated back
to strategic requirements.

In a rapidly changing external environment, the need
to be curious and understand potential threats and
opportunities to Procurement and Supply Chain
performance will be important. Engaging partner
ecosystems innovatively will help navigate the journey.

The framework in Figure 9 highlights the fact that there are many levels
or types of uncertainty which Procurement and Supply Chain (P&SC)
operates in, however in this context there are still some distinct
approaches that could be adopted :

Figure 9: Factors for Digitalization Success
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Conclusion

Digital is certainly real for 22% of respondents who are forging ahead. With the value of implementation being found,
they are positioning for the future and incrementally advancing their digital agenda. The other respondents are slowly
progressing whilst trying to overcome a variety of challenges. The ‘real’ aspect of digital present throughout is finding the
strategic business value within Procurement and Supply Chain.

The lack of information around applications of emerging technologies to Procurement and Supply Chain in South Africa
creates an opportunity for exploration. Whilst the spectrum of understanding and implementation varies, the
consensus still leaves much room for progress. With these technologies receiving attention regarding their application to
other industries, Procurement and Supply Chain professionals need to shift this focus to not fall behind the curve.

There is a presence of companies within this space that have progressed to the point of incorporated strategy and pilot
implementations at scale, and these can be used to benchmark and steer the industry to new frontiers. However, barriers
such as a lack of interest from employees, strategic alignment and legacy data are still in the process of being resolved.

To explore the benefits of improved process efficiency and decision
making through visibility, the applicable strategic business value needs
to be found. , but it needs to
be embarked upon now as the landscape is changing and companies
do not want to be left with ‘only mountains to climb’.

For those Procurement and Supply Chain executives in SA companies
that embrace the potential of digital technologies with curiosity,
openness and creativity, we believe the investment in time and
resources will not only position them more competitively, but likely also
set clear use cases for other leading companies across the world to
aspire to.
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The road to success is not a quick journey
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LETSEMA

CONSULTING INVESTMENTS FOUNDATION

Customer Strategy

Strategy & 
Enterprise 

Development

Financial Services

Supply Chain & 
Management

Next Gen 
Operations

Cirebelle

ServWorx

Normandien
Farms

Education

Leadership

Arts & Culture

Vulnerable Groups

Letsema Consulting has developed a deep well of trusted experience with leaders and organisations across different industries in
the private and public sector. The Letsema Consulting family is diverse because we believe diversity drives optimal partnerships,
innovative thinking and real impact. Our practice expertise includes marketing, supply chain, next gen operations, strategy and
financial services.

Letsema Investments works with partners who share Letsema’s values, are excellent at what they do, create jobs, and have an
outsized impact on the economy and partner for the long term.

Letsema strives to utilise its skills and capabilities to bring to life its philosophy of business as a catalyst for social change through
the activities of the Letsema Foundation and the broader Letsema family. These activities are focused on developing future leaders
who will be at the forefront of driving social change.

Quick Facts
• 100+ clients, >500 projects, 9 countries
• 80+ dedicated staff
• 100% black-owned, Level 1 B-BBEE

Introducing Letsema

Letsema is a 23-year-old diversified investment
holding company and management consultancy.

We believe in the potential of business to be a
catalyst for positive social change. With long-
term thinking and a broad base of skills, intellect
and IP, we aim to contribute meaningfully to the
betterment of society.
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The Next-Gen Operations practice supports
South African businesses in their transitions to
new ways of working in Procurement and
Supply Chain.

Driven by the 4th industrial revolution, the
application of emerging technologies such as
smart contracts, cloud platforms, blockchain,
IoT and advanced analytics, are explored to
drive business value in Procurement and Supply
Chain. To keep or move businesses to being
globally competitive, we equip clients with the
tools and insights necessary to shift towards an
organization that operates with processes of
the future. This is done by demystifying digital
for clients and understanding the    art   of

Letsema aims to unlock pragmatic pathways to
leverage the business value of emerging
technologies, all within the South African
narrative.

The Future of Procurement and Supply Chain: 
Next-Gen Operations

Kamen Govender
Letsema Consulting : Partner

TEL +27 (0)11 233 0000
CELL +27 (0)83 458 5995
MAIL kamen.govender@letsema.co.za

the possible.




